[Cerebrospinal fluid signalization in chronic inflammatory diseases of the central nervous system].
Dynamics of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) cyto-proteic dual obeys to different models when central nervous system (CNS) inflammatory diseases are considered. In order to evaluate these models data pertinent to multiple sclerosis (20 cases), neurosyphilis (20 cases), neurocysticercosis (20 cases), subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (20 cases), neuroschistosomiasis (18 cases) and neuro-cryptococcosis (20 cases) are compared in report to a control group: chronic vascular headache (50 cases). CSF data on cytology and proteins were considered. Cytology was evaluated as to the total cell count (cumm); the cytomorphological profile (%) and as to lymphocytes subpopulations (B, T, T-active, T-sensitized, and T-avid for T-total and for T-active). Proteins were evaluated as to the total content (mg/dl) and protein fractions (agar gel electrophoresis). Antibodies determinations were studied for comparative purposes and diagnosis. Results were analyzed according to the groups considered and comparatively. Analyses support conclusions on cells and proteins dual interaction. This interaction is expressed by phenomena that obey similar parameters. These parameters permit to consider two models of chronic inflammatory signalization: the continuous model and the repetitive model. Neurosyphilis and subacute sclerosing panencephalitis obey the chronic continuous inflammatory model. Neurocysticercosis and multiple sclerosis obey the repetitive model.